Incoherent lat/lon coordinates in a projected coordinate system project

While working with a shapefile in WGS84/World Mercator (ESPG: 3395), lat/lon coordinates (DMS) in the status bar are not correct (example: 59°29'37"E, 117°52'21"N).

I've tried in vain several workarounds to get the right coordinates by playing with "On-the-fly" projection, canvas units, etc. The only one who gave me the correct coordinates was to create a project in 3395, import the shapefile, untick "Render" and switch the project's CRS to WGS84. Nonetheless, the map canvas is frozen so quite unhandy.

A correction would be much appreciated. Thanks.
Fixed in changeset: "6453907cb69764816a82a3b3e97c204cbe48c750".